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Abstract. This paper introduces JaCoP solver implemented entirely in Java. The solver offers a rich set of primitive, logical, conditional and global constraints as well as configurable search methods. The solver can be used directly from Java or through one of its front-end, Minizinc front-end or Scala DSL. The solver got three silver medals on Minizinc Challenge in the period 2010-2012.
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1 Introduction

JaCoP solver [6] is Java-based open source solver developed and maintained mainly by the authors of this paper. Moreover, a number of students have contributed to the solver by programming versions of different global constraints and set constraints. The solver is being used in academia for research and teaching. The most successful use of the solver is within Electronic Design Automation community [1, 5, 9, 13, 18, 21–25], since the authors come from that community.

JaCoP provides a significant number of constraints to facilitate modeling as well as modular design of search. This allows tailoring model and search to characteristics of the problem being addressed. It has currently more than 90,000 lines of code, not including examples and testing code. The examples, which are the preferred way to document the abilities of JaCoP have more than 20,000 lines of code. The core developers have been working on JaCoP for the past ten years during their free time. It has been refactored, transformed, and improved many times. First versions of JaCoP were even three orders of magnitude slower than the current version. JaCoP implementation has been influenced heavily by more than 20 research articles. Moreover, JaCoP was used as a tool to conduct experiments for CP publications [4, 7, 8, 16, 19]. JaCoP supports finite domains of integers and sets of integers.

2 Constraints

The major focus of JaCoP are its constraints. These constraints include rich set of primitive, logical, and conditional constraints as well as many global constraints. The most important global constraints are as follows.

- **diff2**,
- cumulative,
- alldifferent (with bounds consistency and complete method based on Régin’s algorithm),
- gcc,
- extensional support (with three different state-of-the-art approaches) and extensional conflict [7],
- among,
- element,
- circuit,
- bin packing,
- knapsack [8],
- regular,
- network flow [16], and
- geost [2].

The rich set of JaCoP global constraints includes also unique constraint, not available in other solvers, such as knapsack and network flow. Knapsack constraint defines an efficient filtering method for the standard problem that can be expressed as inequalities in integer programming but its execution time is expected to be sub-linear. Network flow constraint, on the other hand, offers a specialized constraint for a minimum-cost network flow problem. The problem is defined by a set of inequalities and the filtering method is based on specialized network simplex algorithm. In this way JaCoP offers a connection to MILP methods but makes them specialized and more efficient.

JaCoP has also graph constraint implementing graph and sub-graph isomorphism, clique, simple path and connected component global constraints. It is an experimental implementation but has been used in several projects [9, 21–23, 25]. This part is not provided under the open source licence.

3 Search

JaCoP offers classical depth first search method. It is, however, augmented with various ways of extending it. First, it offers a rich set of variable selection and value selection methods. These methods can be easily reprogrammed. Moreover, the value selection methods are not limited to selection of a single value. One can return a primitive constraint that will be used to build a search tree by selecting a branch constraint by the returned constrained and the other branch constrained by a negated constraint.

A unique feature of JaCoP is a search plug-in that can be defined by a user and, if registered, are called automatically during search. In this way, a user can influence the search in a number of ways. Based on this method we define search heuristics, such as credit search, and search visualization (generation of traces for CP-VIZ [15]).

The search functionality within JaCoP offers also methods for defining sequential and hierarchical search methods.
4 Front-ends

JaCoP solver contains also front-end for FlatZinc language that makes it possible to execute MiniZinc models. It allows us to perform extensive testing with the help of other solvers as we can compare results from different solvers.

The most recent addition is Scala based DSL (Domain Specific Language) and AMPL front-end [26]. Scala DSL makes it easier to create constraint programs in more intuitive manner. AMPL front-end opens JaCoP to new applications and encourages work on extending AMPL with CP extensions, such as global constraints.

5 Applications

JaCoP solver has been used in different areas. The distribution contains many examples of problems that can be solved with JaCoP, such as Golomb ruler, social golfer problem, car sequencing, perfect square placement, Langford’s number problem, Steiner problem, and nonograms. More problems can be run in JaCoP using available models in Minizinc.

The authors used JaCoP mainly in the area of design automation of embedded systems where many optimization problems exist. The most advanced application of JaCoP, presented in [9, 22, 23], was related to the identification of computational patterns in programs and selection of special purpose instructions for ASIP’s (Application Specific Instruction Processors). This work divides the problem into two sub problems. The first one focuses on identifying the most commonly occurring computational patterns with the help of sub-graph isomorphism constraints and connected component constraints to find the candidates for additional instructions. The second sub problem uses already mentioned global constraints for instruction selection and scheduling.

Recently, the solver was used in application mapping and communication routing for MPSoC’s (Multi-Processor System on Chip) [10]. A parallel application has been mapped into an array of processors connected by a mesh interconnection net. In this work, minimum-cost network flow constraint has been used to model communications of an application. Using this method it is possible to consider different mappings alternatives, influence the decision process and select the best alternative.

JaCoP has also been used by other people in different context for solving problems encountered, for example, in control systems [11, 12], software engineering [3, 14], and electronic design automation [20].

6 Conclusions and Future Plans

JaCoP is an ongoing activity. There are several ongoing JaCoP projects. We have developed the first version of stochastic variable and related constraints in JaCoP. They can be used for handling uncertain information when modeling a problem. The first version of a SAT solver is also implemented and the future work includes its integration with JaCoP. The goal is to provide possibility to generate SAT clauses from JaCoP in a similar way to lazy clause generation [17]. Currently, our focus is on providing a simple Java API for JaCoP as well as integrate it well with industrial quality technologies like OSGi and Spring.
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